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Memorandum
Reginald Gooden, Chair
Academic Senate

To
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Date

File No.:

Copies:

~

From

Tal Scriven, Chair
GE&B Committee

Subject:

Recommendation of Changes Concerning Area B

AS-179-85/BE & B
April 30, 1985

Attached find 1) the report of the Area B Subcommittee, 2) a copy of a
memo from me to the Subcommittee dated 16 January and 3) a copy of a memo
to Malcolm Wilson dated 7 November 1984. The GE&B Committee unanimously
supports the recommendations made in the Subcommittee's report.

C.

GE

& B package from the Senate GE & B Coomittee (Scriven;GE & B)
1st reading.
Typo on page 11 noted: first paragraph, fourth line, Engr. Econ 314, not 371.

MSP
MSP
MSF

(Currier, Stebbins) to rrove this i tern to a second reading.

(Scriven, Botwin) to accept the Comnittee's reccmnendations on Area B.
(Lamouria, Botwin) to approve the GE & B Comnittee's reccmnendation to include
IE 314 in Area D.4.b.
MS (Scriven, Lamouria) to accept the Comnittee's reccmnendation on PolS 371.
MSP (Kersten, Lamouria) to table this item until the response from the Political
Science Department can be reviewed.
MSP (Scriven, Bonds) to accept the Committee's recommendation on REC 100 (to include
it in Area E.2.)
MSP (Scriven, Bonds) to accept the Committee's recommendation for the inclusion of
CE 221 in Area F .2.
MSP (Scriven, Bonds) to accept the Committee's recommendation to approve the exemp
tion from Area F requirements for CSC, DFA, and IT.

APPROVED - with the exception of PolS 371 
{see pg. 13, this packet.
See Senate .~
minutes, May 21, 1985, for Senate act1on.)

May 21,

1985

APPROVED - PolS 371 - pg. 13, this packet

May 30, 1985

Stati•., ,of California

California Polytechnic State University
San Lui• Obispo, Callfomla 93407

Memorandum
Tal SCriven, Chair

To

GE

& B

April 4, 1985

Camdttee
PHILOSOPHY Di::PT. File No.:
CAL POLY-SLO
Copies :

From

:

Subject:

~

Jim Mueller, Olair
GE & B SUbcamdtteeq~r 'Area B

SUbcatmittee Report

A meeting of the GE & B Area B SUbcatmittee was held on March 15, 1985.
Present were Jim Mueller, Bill Plunmer, and Raul Cano. 'lbe following agenda
i terns were diso.JSSed and voted om
I.

II.

Vague Wording in Area B of Catalog - p. 48
(i)

•Pl_ysical science• shall be defined to be any course having one of
the prefixes: ASTR, CliEM, G.EDL, PBYS or PSC

Cii)

•life science• shall be defined to be any course having one of
the prefixes: BACT, BIO, BOl' or ZOO
...

Blanket SUbstitution for CPO Majors

··
By unanimous vote the suhcxmnittee supported the request.

We note
however that our response is irrelevant since the rtqUest has already
been awroved 1:¥ Malcolm Wilson. We suggest that in the future, this
camdttee be consulted prior to such decisioos if we are to have any
voice at all.

Stare

·of California

California Polytechnic Stale University
San luia Obl.pe, Colifomia 9l407

Memorandum
Jim Mueller, Chair
GE&B Area B Subcommittee

To

Dote

,

16 January 1985

File No.s
Copies

From

s

Subjects

Tal Scriven, Chair
GE&B Committee

I

J/
m

Blanket Substitution for CFD Majors
Please have your subcommittee look into the following request from Psychology
and Human Development. Note that the blanket substitution requested has
alrea
been a roved
Malcolm Wilson. So, our response, i f any, will be
purely reactionary so to speak •

California Polytec:hnic State University

Stale of California

Memorandum

San luis Obispo, California

NOV 1 9 ~84

93407

ACAOEMI~

To

\'ia

PROGRA~

Malcolm Wilson
Vice Provost

Oea~'

Date

November 7, 1984

File No .:

Harry J. Busselcn, .Jr. , Interim
School of Professional Studies and Education

(JJA f
From

Basil A. Fiorito, Interim Head
Psychology and Human Development Department

Subject :

Request for a Blanket Curriculum Substitution

Copies :

Olfic~ ol lho Dean
School ol P."OfftSGiX&!II Bludiea
and Edu.::al;()ft

After consultation with the CFD faculty and our departmental Evaluations Officer,
Sue Rogers-Oshida, I would like to request the following blanket substitution
for Child and Family Development majors in Distribution Area B.l of the General
Education and Breadth Requirements. For those CFD transfer students who have
taken a life science course with a lab that substitutes for Bio 101, I request
that they be allowed to substitute any Physical Science course, with or without
a lab, on condition that a minimum of seven units be taken in G.~~. Area R.I.
Thrs-substitution would apply to only those transfer students who are assigned
to the 1984-86 curriculum.
---
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State of California

California Polytechnic State University
San luis Obhpo, California 93407

Memorandum
To

Reginald Gooden, Chair
Academic Senate

~.

:

6 May 1985

File No.:

Copies:

~

From

Tal Scriven, Chair
GE&B Committee

Subject:

Recommendation on the Inclusion of IE 314 in Area D.4.b.
Attached find 1) a statement in defense of the inclusion of IE 314 in Area
D.4.b. written by the Industrial Engineering Department and 2) a copy of the
report of the Area D Subcommittee on IE 314. The Area D Subcommittee voted
unanimously against the inclusion of IE 314 in D.4.b. The GE&B Committee
voted 5 to 2 for the inclusion of IE 314 in D.4.b.
The attached statement from the IE Department serves as the majority report
from the GE&B Committee. The report from the Area D Subcommittee serves as
the minority report from the GE&B Committee.
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Text for request of occepting IE 314: Engineering Economy es one of the
epproved courses for eree D.4.b of the Genero1 Educetion ond BreBdth
requirements.
Among the objectives of Executive Order *338 ere:
-(to engender In our students) the 6bl11ty to thfnk clearly ond
logically~ to find and critically exomtne information, to communicate orally
ond in writing, and to perform quantitative functions;

-(to help our students) to come to en understonding tmd

opprecit~Uon

of the principles, methodologies, volue systems, end thought processes
employed 1n humon inquines.
Further reeding of the executive order gives us the following odditionol
guidellnes for curriculum development:
- the curriculum should reflect the filet thot humon soc1o1, political
and economic tnstltutions end behevior era inextrict:~bly interwoven;
~· it should a11ow for problems llnd issues in these erees to be
examined in their comtemporory os well os historicol setting..
1ncludfng both Westem ond non-Western contexts; ond
- 1t should prov1de for reosonable distribution emong the categories
specified.

Further explenotlon of the GE 6.. B requirements on the CoJ Poly cornpus by
Mike Wenzl fncluded the st~tements thot,
"Inquiry into rnethemetlcal concepts ~nd quentitative re6soning ond

their opplic6tlon should be ~ddressed in courses offered Eli o level
which CJssumes proficiency in rnethemetical skills ordinerily
considered oppropriote for boccL!lu~r-eete level \'l'·orlc ·

··courses which ~ddi·ess t11e objecti·-1es of /~reE1 Ctlnd D should t:ave
breadttl end expose students to CO.f1Cepts. idees. and principles .··
On the Cal Poly campus, the requ1rernents of Distribution Area D stEttr~ U1at,
"A mini mum of 16 quartf:r units deB 1ing ¥.'i th hun1tln social. pnl it ice 1, an;j
economic institutions end bet·1avior ~nd th2ir historic<:J1 backgroundl.s)"' (rnu~;t

be teken). Note: 15 of the. 18 units are to be se1ened frorr, ott·rer than ::1rea
D.4 .b.

f

Using these guid1.1lines tJnd interpr-etive stl'ltemer:t.s, I hove prepared the
following justification for includ1ng IE 514.. Engineering Econorny . in the list
of opproved courses for- mc~eting D.4.b of the Gener~l Educotion end Bre~dtt1
requirements:
Economic analysis of "engineering" decisions is the maln topic covered in Ore
subject course. But we must defina whBt ls metml b~ engineering decisions
ond by engineering economy. In the widest fipplicetton of the term..
uengineering decisions," We include personerl, QOVernmentt11 end (priV6te)
institutionol economlc decisions.
"Engineering economy det~ls with the systemotic eveluotion of the eouivolent.
worth of benef'its resulting from e proposed engineering or business venture
in relation to U1e costs associeted with the undertaking (DeGormo, et el, p. v).

)

The scientific method of i'nquiry is the found~tlon on which rests this
discipline. Identifying the problem~ deri'v'ing the problem statement .
generBting elternetives for consideretion, collecting dete end informetion,
evoluoting the information quantitetivel~ t~nd QU6litEJtive·ly, choosin£l ernong
competing solutions, ond implementing e solution (or solutions) fire the steps
token in the disci p1i ne of engineering economy. t1ost of tl·re decisions
considered in the discipline involve economic or monetory considerotions, but
many of the decis1ons mode in these inst1tutions include non-monett1ry ond
ethic considerations. These ore topics dlscussed ot length in the course.

Required of each student in this course ere the ebilities mentioned in bot11
objectives A, end C of Executive Order 338. The ~bilit~! to think cleer-1~ and
logicelly, and to find and exflrnine inforrnetion criticBlly ore basic to this
subject
Economic decision-·rnakino is one of the rnost fundament.el ~·)f fill
human econorni:: enc1eavors airld we be 1i eve students shoui d be exposed '.o the
pri nci pies . n1ethodo l ogi ?t; .. 8nd U1ougl1t pror:t:sses ernp l oyed in U1i s pt.H-U cul ar·
area of hum•li'i inquiry.
~

Englneer·in~l ecL:not·n~ pt·>:cii)L;:~:. ,.,'·:o· bt1:::'~'i
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Ctf U'1e indiViCJUf~h infli.Jt::nti::::i in ;h£• Cit~V81Dprnent Of t,his u i S ( lj'J l l ''"~
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Ute beckgr-ound artd tools for engineenng
:?conomic amrJ ;~·:.is . a~: \,'\'ell 5:3 principles Jlld methodologies for· evEJltH':it.ing
cornpet i ng tJ!t etTrot i ves. Fol1 owing is e 1i st of topics covered in the reodi ng,
lectures, etnd cose studies (tl'le efor-ementioned cose study is att6ched).
Specitictil1~ . ! • ~;_. 1.:~ \'J(JCh~fi Sf; ';;

IE 314 --·Engineering Economy
A - Introduction-- Engineering economy ond decisions omong
elter-netives _
; meosurt:s of financiol productivtty; risk ond uncertointy;
non-monetary attributes and multiple objectit.~es; the decision-making
proces~;: the reletionship of economy studies and eccounting; the elements of
cost and the flow of cepitErl 1NiU1in a firm ore topics discussed eorly in the
courst"3.
B - 1he .economic environment and cost concepts -- Consumer ~nd
producer gooas end services; rneosures of economic wor-th; competitton; the
lows of supply ond demand ~nd of diminishing morginEil returns; breokeven
charts; fixed. vt:~rit~ble, and incrementol costs; sunk costs; opportunity costs;
and consideretions of infiEJtion err€! covered next.
C - "Present-economy" studies --These ore oreas for which interest
and money-time relationships do not need to be considered. DecisioPs
involving moterials , 1ocetion, proficiency of lobor ond other present--economy
topics are included here.
D- Interest and money-time relationships-- Return on capital, or-igins
of int_erest; simple end compound interest; institutional requirements of
interest: equivalence ~rnong :~~sh flows; pl-inciples t~nd methodologies of
ca 1cui r.-.ti ng equivalence among clternot i ves.
f --

l 'i!:othoc1o1of1ie~.

for mc+1ng eccnorny stud1es --Present \"/tn-u-~ · flnntJ8l
'1'orth.: Iut1.~ ;' e .,...,~c,:i. :·1 i nit?IT!fi ratt·~- of -re r. L:rr1 _: n.sw venum:o ~: onr.l n1eit' oc] . to
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H- tt·isce11aneous --·Considerations of inf',otion; •jt?.prt~ci;;tion: 2.r1ects
ot income taxes; ond replacement studies; studies tor public pi·ojects ond the
public welfflre; public utilities ond decisions concerning the publlc .
In short, eng1neering economy is o course thot trtt.empts to expose the student
to concepts . principles, end methodologies thot prepere them for living in
todoy's soc1ety, ond spec1f1colly helps them to moke better volue judgments
obout the politicel end economic decisions affecting them end the
orgenizet1ons of which they will be members. Members of society involved in
intemetionol pollticol or economic offeirs soon discover thot this ltmguoge of
engineer1ng economy is a universal longuage for decision-makers everywhere.
The objectives of helping our students to think cleorly tmd logicolly, to find
ond exomine informt:~tion criticolly ond to perform quentitfltive and
quolltotive anolyses flrfi the objectives of engineering economy, especiolly
within the context of modern humon politicol ond econom1c institutions
We request that this course be t:~ccepted as one of
courses for inclusion in D.4.b.
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tr1e generolly opproved
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MOON )()(
AN INCIDENT FOR GROUP DISCUSSION AND DECISION
THE GROUP
Eoch of you is o member of NASA. More importantly, you ore a member of o
group referred to as the "Brain Trust )()(" --- the decision-mol<ing group of
NASA for the Apollo XX flight. Your group hes been called 1nto emergency
session to m~'<e o decision regarding o problem thot hos orisen during the
Apollo XX mission.

, THE INCIDENT
Four ostronouts hod spent ten doys visuolly observ1ng the moon from sixty
rni les owoy. They hod been directed by your group to mol<e the fino! moneuver
to land on the dork side of the moon. Two members of tr1e crew successfully
landed on the moon vio on oux11iory creft. While returning to the mother
capsule, the ouxiliary craft lost power obout twenty miles from union and is
now unable to reach tha mother cnsft for the flight becl< to eorth. The Apollo
croft could moke on extroord1nor11y dtfftcult moneuver to recapture the
ouxiliary croft. However, the chonces of recovery, though not hopeless, ore
calculated at only one in six. If on attempt is mode ot recovering the smf!ll
croft end the plon folls, four men ond two crt~fts will foll into non-eorth
directed orbits end be doomed. If no ottempt is made et recovery of the smr1ll
craft, only thBt croft flnd two men will be lost; the moU1er croft wili t1e sove:d
and most of tl·:e scientific r.md flnanc1~1 objectives of this mission win hE~ve
been achieved If en attempt if; mede flt recovery and it is successful ·-
'wOWII

THE PROBLEi·1
Sl1ould Apollo X~~ tJe ,jirecter1 to recover the BuxlliertA crtJf'.'? The t\r,·dnq ::-1f
the orbi t.s require tJ .1ee:i si on wH11i n 35 rni nutnt:.
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California Polytechnic State University

Statci' of California

San Lula Ololapo, Callfo"'lo 93407

Memorandum
To

Tal Scriven, Chair
Senate GE&B Committee

Date

:

April 4, 1985

FileNo.:
Copies :

From

1

Subject:

Sub-committee

Distribution Area D Sub-committee (Dan Bertozzi,
Lane Page, Bill Preston, Mark Reichel, John
Snetsinger, John Culver, Chair~~
Recommendations on Courses Proposed for Inclusion in Distribution Area 04-b.
Our sub-committee has spent the last two quarters evaluating two proposals
to add courses to Distribution Area 04-b in the GE&B requirements. A third
request in behalf of PolS 211X was withdrawn. It is our recommendation
that neither Engineering Economics 3tf nor Political Science 371 be added
to the list of courses in 04-b (see attached).
In our meetings, we evaluated the two course proposals in conjunction with
the criteria established in the Chancellor's Executive Order 338, in particular,
as well as the recommendations outlined in three recent influential reports on
undergraduate curriculum* in higher education. The American Association of
Colleges' report, Integrity in the College Curriculum, decried the previous
drift on the part of colleges in establishing curriculum in which "almost
anything goes" and allowing inappropriate courses to fulfill requirements.
At Cal Poly, each individual decision that those of us involved in the
curriculum process make has to be based on the overall goal of structuring
a carefully designed learning experience in general education based on a
sound common curriculum.
The GE&B Area D Sub-committee unanimously recommends against the inclusion
of IE 314 in Distribution Area D for two major reasons:
(1)

IT WOULD SPECIFICALLY VIOLATE THE CLEAR INTENT OF THE
CHANCELLOR'S EXECUTIVE ORDER 338 ESTABLISHING GUIDELINES
FOR COURSE CONTENT IN AREA D.

In establishing policies and procedures for all CSU campuses
to follow in re-structuring general education, Executive
Order 338 requires coursework dealing with human, social,
political, and economic institutions and behavior and their
historical background.
Further delineation of what is
necessary calls for courses to be examined in their
contemporary as well as historical setting, including both
11

11

11

* Association of American Colleges. Integrity in the College Curriculum: A

)

Report to the Academic Community, Findings and Recommendations.
Washington: The Association, 1985; Bennett, William J. To Reclaim a
Legacy: Report on the Humanities in Higher Education. Washington:
National Endowment for the Humanities, 1984; National Institute of Edu
cation. Study Group on the Conditions of Excellence in American Higher
Education. Involvement in Learning: Realizin~ the Potential of American
Higher Education, Final Report. Washington: 1 84.

@

2.

western and non-western con t exts."
Our Committee•s examination of the course outline, syllabi,
sample assignments and text for IE 314 has led us to conclude
that IE 314 does not meet even the most minimal standard
needed to measure up to the criteria in Executive Order 338.
It is not sufficient justification to approve a course for
inclusion in Area 0 solely because it addresses one of the
criteria (e.g . , economics in this case) referred to by
Executive Order 338. Even if compliance with one designated
area (economics) were sufficient, IE 314 would not measure
up to necessary standards. An evaluation of IE 314 by the
Economics Department--in a report we requested--concluded
that "the majority of the material lies outside of the nonnal
sphere of subject matter usually associated with economics."
(2)

IT WOULD BE CONTRARY TO WHAT CONSTITUTES A CURRENT CONSENSUS
OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES THAT SHOULD BE FOLLOWED IN ESTABLISHING
A SOUND UNDERGRADUATE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM.

In recent months there have been three major national studies
on the status of undergraduate curriculum and general educa
tion in American universities.* All three, which emphasize
the need to revitalize undergraduate education, suggest
avoiding the addition of courses which are specifically
designed to service a particular school or department. These
reports urge instead that administrators and faculty should
work to restore coherence to gene~al education by establishing
a core of common studies for all students based solely on
having a clear vision of what constitutes an educated person
and then teaching it through appropriately tra i ned faculty
and departments. William J . Bennett, now Secretary of Education
and author of the NEH task force, "To Reclaim A Legacy, .. warned
against letting curricular development become the product of
a politi cal compromise among competing schools and departments ...
Proliferation of course offerings to solve individual, depart
mental or school needs is a poor way to develop undergraduate
curriculum and general education programs; universities should
Shape challenging curricu l um with a core of corrmon stud i es,"
noted Bennett (emphasis added).
11

11

*Association of American Colleges . Integrity in the College Curriculum: A
Report to the Academic Community; Findings and Recommendations.
Washington: The Association, 1985; Bennett, William J. To Reclai m a
Legacy: Report on the Humanities in Higher Education. Washington: National
Endowment for the Humanities, 1984; National Institute of Education.
Study Group on the Conditions of Excellence in American Higher Education .
Involvement in Learning: Realizing the Potential of American Higher
Education, Final Report. Washington, 1984.
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Memorandum
To

Reginald Gooden, Chair
Academic Senate

Date

:

6 May 1985

File No .:

Copies:

AA

From

Tal Scriven, Chair
GE&B Committee

Subject:

Recommendation on the Inclusion of POLS 371 in Area D.4.b.

0\\

Attached find 1) the recommendation of the Area D Subcommittee (this is p. 3
of the three page report from the Subcommittee on both IE 314 and POLS 371),
2) an Expanded Course Outline for POLS 371, 3) a New Course Proposal for
POLS 370 (a course already approved for D. 4.b.), 4) a copy of a memo dated
19 April from me to the Subcommittee requesting clarification of their report
and 5) a memo from the Subcommittee dated 23 April which has as an attachment
an Expanded Course Outline for POLS 370.
The Subcommittee voted unanimously against the inclusion of POLS 371 because
of this course's lack of breadth. The GE&B Committee unanimously rejects this
line of reasoning since POLS 371 could not possibly be any less broad than
POLS 370 which is, essentially, a selected topics course. There is considerable
confusion surrounding POLS 370 due to the fact that the New Course Proposal
and the Expanded Course Outline give entirely different course descriptions.
At any rate, the description on the New Course Proposal is the one operative
until 1988 since that is the one that will appear in the catalogue until 1988.
As such, the GE&B Committee voted 5 to 2 for the inclusion of POLS 371 in
D.4.b. The two negative votes were not cast on the basis of the lack of
breadth in POLS 371 but, rather, on the basis of the fact that its subject
matter can already be taught under POLS 370 which is already in Area D.4.b.

)

..
3.

Re: PolS 371--World Food Politics (3)
The GE&B Area D Sub-committee recommends against the inclusion of PolS
371 in Distribution Area D because it lacks the breadth needed in a
general education course and the subject matter can be incorporated into
the existing PolS 370 course (Contemporary Global Political Issues)
presently in Area 04-b. Additionally, numerous courses, already in
Area 04-b address topics of relevance to those emphasized in PolS 371.
These include: population, environment, cultural diversity, varying
agricultural practices, comparative political environments between
producing and consuming regions, comparative economic environments
between first and third world regions, environmental deterioration, and
economic aid.
The agricultural dilemma faced by Third World countries is an important
topic, however, such an emphasis lessens the breadth and scope of the
topics associated with the non-western world whiGh should be addressed.
We are concerned that inclusion of this cause would lead to a prolifera
tion of other single issue courses in 04-b--e.g., World Energy Politics,
Militarism and the International Arms Race, the Impact of Colonialism,
and so on. While such courses have much to offer, we are reluctant to
add them to the list since specialization dilutes the breadth required
by Executive Order 338. We note this same concern over the proliferation
of courses is emphasized in Mike Wenzl's memo (l/21/82) .. Identifying
Certifiable Courses: Further Clarification From the Chancellor's Office ...
As he notes, 11 0ne of our objectives is to foster a greater degree of
common experience among students. Thus, putting limits on course choice
is desirable ...
The present PolS 370 GE&B course was created specifically to meet the
Area D criteria. It addresses the food issue as one of several important
topics that undergraduates from all schools should be aware of. It is
this type of broad based course, rather than a single issue course such
as PolS 371, that meets the spirit and letter of Executive Order 338.

I.

EXPANDED COURSE OUTLINE
I.

Catalog Description
POLS 371

WORLD FOOD POLITICS

(3)

The self-reliant, food-first politics of the hungry poor in the less
developed countries; political support in the U.S. and other developed
nations. The moral, ecological and commodity politics of food in a
variety of cultural settings which direct food production, consumption
and distribution, and reduce food demand through population
stabilization.
II.

Required Prerequisite Preparation
Junior standing.

III.

Expected Outcomes
We have recently discovered that there are no natural or physical
reasons why all men, women, and children in the world cannot have
enough food to eat. At the same time we find that the adequate feeding
of people constitutes a goal of nearly universal acceptability. Whether
a half billion . humans may have sufficient food in any year is, however,
a political choice made by another 4 billion humans who do have
sufficient food.
The course in World Food Politics explaina and demonstrates the
political processes which Americans can use to support the legitimate
desires of the half billion hungry to feed themselves. Such political
support may begin by refraining from those actions which prevent the
hungry poor from feeding themselves, it will continue to the restraint
of those who l~t the opportunity of the hungry to feed themselves, and
may lead to positive assistance in those cases where forebearance and
restraint have failed.
World food politics will be studied in three interacting parts. First,
knowledge of the cultural, political and resource situation within the
several LDCs as it applies to the food available to the poor. Second, how
the concern and good will of Americans may be effectively applied to these
conditions, and how to find the most effective actions. Third, knowledge
about the existing political structures within the U.S. with particular
attention to the many interest and pressure groups active in the field of
world hunger--how they function and how the American citizen can use them
in effective political actions benefiting the hungry poor in the LDCs.
The student who completes this course of study ~ill be able to explain '
and demonstrate the political processes Americans may use to support and
maintain conditions which will allow the hungry poor of the world to feed
themselves.

IV.

Te xt and References
The core of the materials taught in this co urse may be found in the
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following ·texts and references:
William W. Murdoch, The Poverty of Nations: The Political Economy of
Hunger and Population (John Hopkins University Press, 1980)
Dudley Kirk and Ellen Eliason, Editors, Food and People (Boyd and
Fraser, 1982)
Jack A. Nelson, Hunger for Justice: The Politics of Food and Faith .
(Orb is, 1980)
Elaine M. Murphy, World Population: Toward the Next Century (Population
Reference Bureau, 1981)
Bruce' F. Johnson and William C. Clark, Redesigning Rural Development:
A Strategic Perspective (John Hopkins University Preas, 1982)
Roland Bunch, Twb Ears of Com: A Guide to People-Centered Agricultural
Improvement (World Neighbors, 1982)
Cheryl Christensen, The Right to Food: How to Guarantee (Institute for
World Order, 1978)
Jeffery M. Berry, Lobbying for the People (Princeton University Preas,
1977)

Linda Worthington, Who's Involved in Bunger: An Organization Gui~e
(World Hunger Education Service, 1982)
Frances Moore Lappe, Joseph Collins and-David Kenley, Aid as Obstacle:
Twenty Questions about our Foreign Aid and the Hungry (Institute for Food
and Development Policy, 1980)
A.I.D. Policy Papers on Food and Agricultural Development, Nutrition,
and Private and Voluntary Organizations (Bureau for Program and Policy
Coordination, u.s. Agency for Int•l!rnational Development, 1982)
An enormous vaTiety of other materials are used in the preparation of
individually designed term papers.
V.

Minimum Student

~teriala

Required

Assigned texts, notebooks and blue books.
VI.

Minimum Facilities Required
Classroom with blackboard, maps, and audio-visual equipment.

VII.

Expanded Description of Content and Method of Instruction

A.

)

There are three topics essential for the understanding of World Food
Politics which cannot be pursued in detail within a 3-unit course.
1.

The cultural and philosophical roots of the belief that food is
a preeminent human right.

2.

The science and technology of effective methods for production,
distribution, and utilization of food by the world's hungry poor.

3.

The current distribution of food and food producing resources
among the various nations of the world and the current systems of
control of food and food producing resources within the various
LDCs.

Our teaching of World Food Politics will assume that our students have
some appreciation of these topics: only a brief review can be included
within this 3-unit course.
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B.

In recent years there has developed a huge body of scientific
knowledge on the subject of population stabilization. Familiarity
with this knowledge cannot be assumed and a study of this field
must be included with an emphasis on those factors which appear to
cause fertility decline, i.e., equity factors, changing women's
roles, family planning, and anti-fertility incentives. The
connections between the availabiJity of adequate food and fertility
decline will be especially noted.

C.

Based on the above knowledge, a self-reliant, food-first policy will
be studied. This policy in its barest form may be stated as:
Every human being on earth should have sufficient control over aome
of the earth's resources so that he (or abe) can produce (or provide)
adequate nutrition for self and personal dependents.

D.

Central to an effective food-first . policy is support of the self
reliant activities of the poor in the LDC&. These activities show
where external. support can be applied with greatest effect to
increase food productivity, facilitate food distribution, improve
food utilization, and decrease food demand through population
stabilization. Study of these self-reliant activities vill be
included, i.e., organizational work, educational programs, govemment
support f\Dlctions, and the support activities of private volwtary
organizations.

E.

The essential political process to be taught in World Food Politics
is the process which connects each responsible citizen in America to
those conditions which aay make it possible for the hungry poor to
feed the~p&elves on a pemanent baaia. This will be taught in terms
of the political network of national and international iDatitutiona,
both public and private, which directly and indirectly influence the
conditions \Dl.der which the hungry poor may become food self-reliant.
These institutions will include education and research groups, political
advocacy groups, the u.s. and other MDC governments, international
governmental institutions, international commercial institutions,
governments of LDCs, and private vol\Dltary organizations.

F.

The methods of instruction are adapted to the subject matter, the
materials available, and to the students. The subject of world food
politics is expanding very rapidly with a new book or major article
published each week. New material from authoritative sources will
be introduced as soon as available. A selection of reading assignments
will be made from the list of text and resources shown above. In
addition there are some very good instructional films available.
These films fill in visual images needed to support comprehension of
the written material. They are particularly useful as an aid to the
und.e rstanding of food production and consumption within the cultures
of the hungry poor of the LDCs. The stude.1t will be given lectures,
assignments. and quizzes which cause him to locate himself within the
larger political processes which define the conditions under which
the hungry poor are permitted to produce their own food. The method
of instruction assumes that as a responsible citizen, each student
wants to alleviate the misery of the hungry poor and shows him how to
implement that object.
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VIII.

Methods of Evaluating Outcomes
The course is designed to show each student how he can most
effectively use his political influence, directly and indirectly,
to assist the hungry poor of the less developed countries to feed
themselves. Nine quizzes are scheduled, each of which will address
an important aspect of the above. These quizzes will be essay in
form; specific data will be required as appropriate. The final
examinat~on will also be essay in form and will require a general
synthesis of the materials covered in the nine quizzes. Course
grades will be awarded on the basis of a 200 point system as follows:
Class participation
Nine quizzes
Final examination
Total points

10 points
90 points
100 points
200

An optional paper may be prepared for extra credit. The topic
for this paper will be selected in consultation with the instructor
during the first or second week of the quarter. This paper will
describe some particular interest of the student applied to the
political process (or more directly) to assist the hungry poor to
feed themselves. These papers will be evaluated according to three
criteria.
1.

Does the paper demonstrate that the writer has a good
understanding of the subject? Papers which meet this
criterion are generally interesting to read. Including
lively examples helps to meet this objective. Even though
the topic may cover time-worn ideas, ve learn from the writing
experience.

2.

Is the analytical level adequate? Dealing with a topic
analytically, rather than merely descriptively, is one of
the important skills we can leam. Facts and opinions are
not only reported accurately, but are organized according to
some criteria which lead to some direction or conclusion.

3.

Does the paper conform to generally accepted standards of
composition? Are sentences complete, do paragraphs hang
together, are words spelled correctly, are references
reported?
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PolS 370 Contemporary Global Political Issues (3) Lecture.
Coverage of current international political issues with different course sections
addressing a shecific theme. Each course section will have the selected theme
published i~ t e class schedule. Typical themes include: Global Security, Resource
Politics, World Tension Areas, Regional Politics, and World Organizations. Directed
towards making students more aware of issues, problems, and conflicts in the inter
national arena; relationship of western and nonwestern countries to these issues,
emphasizing both causes and effects. (Prerequisite: Junior standing).
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'

JUSTifiCATION

- ------·-----·-

I

----1

I
This course has been specifically designed to meet the needs of Cal Poly
an
I
graduates within the GE&B requirements of Area D.4.B. Students will have
opportunity to become acquainted with subjects which affect the well-being of
the human race, and hence global order. In line with the Chancel~or's
directive on the expanded role of GE&B, this course is • designed to focus on
1
political· issues which impact upon western and nonwestern peoples. The thematic
approach of the course allows students to select a topic which is pertinent to
their educational goals.
_j

!H.

I

~lAIFING (~~clal arrangements or ch1n~s in faculty d~ployn~nt necrss1ry to lmpl~n~nt this course)

Approximately .50 additional staffing per quarter will be needed to teach this
GE&B course. Several professors in the Department are competent to teach the - I
course.
J
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

19.

FACILITI£S, HAT£RIALS AND EQUIPH£NT

Classroom with blackboard to which map~ and audio-visual equipment may be
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'State of California

California Polytechnic State Univenity
San lule Obi.po, c:atH.rnia 93407

Memorandum
John Culver, Chair
GE & B Area D Subcommittee

{o

Date

s

April 19, 1985

File No.s
Copies

from

I

~ e_

Tal Scriven., Chair
::'"_.:=:;
GE & B Committee 2'~

I

GE & B Committee
Area D Subcommittee
R. Gooden
R. Cruikshank&
w. Alexander

POLS 371
On 4 April your subcommittee forwarded a negative recommendation
on POLS 371. On 18 April the GE & B Committee met and agreed
unanimously that the reasoning used in your recomm'e ndation is
unclear and therefore the matter should be referred back to you.

)

Your justification for not including POLS 371 in Area D.4.b. is
that the course •lacks the breadth needed in a general education
course.• The problem is that POLS 370, which is already in D.4.b.
and which, according to your report, is a •broad based course,
rather than a single issue course such as POLS 371, that meets
the spirit and letter of Executive Order 338,• is just as narrow
as POLS _371. In fact, given the catalogue description of POLS 370,
the content of POLS 371 could be offered without alterat-ion under
POLS 370. POLS 370 is not a ~road·survey course but rather a se
lecte·d topics course that may appear in the class schedule with
any one of ~everal highly specific titles including •world Food
Politics•.
As such, unless your subcommittee is prepared to recommend that
the catalogue descript-ion of POLS 370 be changed to make it a
broad survey course, we must take your argument as one for the
exclusion of both POLS 370 and POLS 371 from Area D.4.b., or as
one for the exclusion of neither course. Without clarification
from your subcommittee, we are, at present, inclined to think
that your argument works to exclude neither course from D.4.b.

• Stat~

~f

California Polytechnic State University

California

San luh Obllpa, California 93407

M.e mora nd u m
Tal Scriven, Chair
GE-B Committee

ITo

Date

April 23, 1985

File No.:

Copies :

From

:

Subject:

Randal Cnlikshanks
Area D Members

Cba~~

John Culver,
GE-B Area D Subcommittee

Clarification Re: POLS 370 and 371
I understand the confusion presented by our Area D Subcommittee recommendation
on PolS 371 (World Food Politics) and the catalog description of PolS 3?0
(Contemporary Global Political Issues). I hope the following will clarify
the situation:

1. Our Subcommittee recommendation against inclusion of PolS is accurate;
2. The catalog description of PolS 370 is inaccurate; 3?0 is indeed meant
to be, and is currently being taught as, a broad based survey course.
Attached is a copy of the expanded course outline for PolS 370 which correctly
identifies the scope of the course. I will initiate the process to see that
the catalog description of PolS 370 is corrected.

·/

.

EXPANDED COURSE Oln'LINE
1.

Catalog Description
PolS 370 CONTEMPORARY GLOBAL POLITICAL ISSUES

(3)

Coverage of current international political issues. Directed towards
making students more aware of issues, problems, tensions in the inter
national arena; relationship of western and nonwestern countries to
these issues, emphasizing both causes and effects.
II.

Required Prerequisite Preparation
PolS 210 or Hist 209 or equivalent 40404 courses.

III.

Expected Outcomes
The purpose of this course is to acquaint students with some of the
continuing problems which mitigate against world order. This course is
designed to focus on current events which affect both western and
nonwestern nations. In this capacity, it can properly be labeled as a
''World's Problems" course which focuses on the following topics, in
addition to those which may be timely at the time the course is offered:
human rights, resource utilization, arms race, energy politics,
international organizations, terrorism and governmental responses,
governmental systems, and regional issues. Basic political concepts
and methods for analyzing geopolitical issues will be stres~ed.
Students who take this course will be able to understand the many
dilemmas involved in the resolution of key political issues we face
and will have a more sophisticated ab~lity to examine such issues as
they are addressed by other countries in the world.

IV.

Texts and References
Yoder, Amos. International Politics and Policymakers' Ideas. King's Court, 1981.
Calvocoressi, Peter. World Politics Since 1945. (4th ed.), Longman, 1982.
Phan, Chau, ed., World Politics 82/83. Dushkin, 1982.
Barnet, Richard and Ronald Muller. Global Reach: The Power of the Multi
national Corporations. Simon and Schuster, 1974.
Tucker, Robert. The Inequality of Nations. Basic Books, 1979.
Ehrlich, A.H. and P. R. Ehrlich. Population, Resources, Environment: Issues
in Human Ecology. W.H. Freeman, 1970.
Alexander, Yonah and Seymour Einger. Terrorism: Interdisciplinary
Perspectives. McGraw Hill, 1977.
Galtung, Jonan. The True Worlds: A Transnational Perspective. Fre~ Press, 198Q.
Wesson, Robert. State Systems: International Pluralism, Politics and Culture.
Macmillan, 1978.
plus appropriate readings from current journals on international issues.

V.

Minimum Student Materials Required
Assigned texts, notebooks and blue books.
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VI.

Minimum Facilities Required
Classroom with blackboard to which maps and audio-visual equipment may
be moved.

VII.

Expanded Description of Content and Method of Instruction
The actual content of the course ~ould vary according to contemporary
conditions and issues and the special expertise of the instructor. Among
the topics to-be covered are:
./
Global Security
Food Politics
Human Rights
Arms Race
Resource and Energy Politics
International Organizations and Cooperation
Terrorism and Violence
Comparative Governmental Systems
Regional Issues
World Tension Ar~as
Th~ method of instruction would emphasize classroom discussion to
maximize the opportunity for student exchange. Films and guest speakers
would be employed where appropriate.

VIII.

Methods of Evaluating Outcomes
Discussions, small group projects, papers and examinations (combination
of several methods).

)

' State.·~ California

California Polytechnic State University
San Luil Obhpo, Caflfomla 93407

Memorandum
)

To

Reginald Gooden, Chair
Academic Senate

Date

1

6 May 1985

File No.:
Copies

I

Jl&r

From

Tal Scriven, Chair 0
GE&B committee

Subject:

Recommendation on the Inclusion of REC 100 in Area E.2
Attached find 1) the recommendation of the Area E Subcommittee on REC 100,
2) a memo from Lynn Jamieson dated 25 January and 3) a New Course Proposal
and Expanded Course Outilne for REC 100.
The Area E Subcommittee voted unanimously for the inclusion of REC 100 in
Area E. The GE&B Committee unanimously endorses the Subcommittee's
recommendations. These recommendations are, of course, contingent upon
the course's acceptability for the 1986-88 catalogue.

,,

California Polytechnic State University

· State'·of California

San Luis Obitpo, California 93407

Memorandum
To

Tal Scriven, Chair
GE & B Committee

PHILOSOPH r Of:: PT.
CAL POLY-SLO .

Date

:

February 26, 1985

File No.:

Copies:

From

Sarah Burroughs, Chair
GE & B Area E Subcommittee

Subject:

Proposal that REC 100 be included in Area E

D.
S.
A.
E.
L.

Hawthorne
Lutrin
Morgan
Pedersen
Jamieson

The five members of Area E Subcommittee met on February 8, 1985,
to discuss Dr. Jamieson's proposed course, REC 100.
Dr. Jamieson
was present during the first part of the meeting to elaborate on
the course and answer questions.
The fact that the course is new
(going through the various curriculum committees at present), and
may or may not appear in the '86-88 Catalog, was determined not
to be relevant to the discussion.
The discussion focused solely
on whether the course reasonably met the guidelines for GE & B
Area E.
The consensus of the Committee was that it is a worthwhile concept
and is another consideration in the area of human behavior, health
and stress that needs to be addressed.
While the Committee recommends REC 100 for inclusion in Area E,
there were some reservations that should be noted:
1.

2.

Some attention should be paid to content so that the
course does not overlap with existing courses which also
deal with personal growth, stress reduction and life style
management, such as Psy 301, Psychology of Personal Develop
ment, and Psy 317, The Psychology of Stress.
Additionally,
it is hoped that the purpose of the course is to examine
the impact of leisure on selected physical, psychological
and social dimensions of the human being, while remembering
that certain topics mentioned in the course outline, such
as depression, boredom, adjusting to an increasingly
technological society, etc., are complex problems which
are best understood in an interdisciplinary context, rather
than only as a result of difficulty in coping with leisure
time.
"
The content may possibly be too broad and not focused
enough on leisure pursuits with other topics more inci
dental.

These reservations are to be considered advisory in nature, and
would be more appropriately considered by the various curriculum
committees which will be reviewing the course.

'

Stat~ of California

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, Callfomla 93407

Memorandum
iTo

Da~

Tal Scriven, Chair
G.E.B. Committee

January 25, 1985

File No.:

Via:

F~m

Subject:

Reg Gooden, Chair
Academic Senate

Copies:

Dr. Lynn M. Jamieson, Chai
Curriculum Committee, Phys.

G.E.B. Committee
PE/RA Dept. Head
Curriculum Committee
RA Unit

• & Rec. Admin. Dept.

G. E. B. Proposed Course
The following course is proposed for inclusion in the G.E.B.
area E. requirement for all students. At the time of submission
to the G.E.B. Committee, the Department of Physical Education
and Recreation Administration has approved the course for in
clusion in the 1986-88 catalog.
It is currently being con
sidered by the Curriculum Committee of the School of Professional
Studies and Education.

)

1 RECEIVF.:D l
JAN 2 9 1985
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Recreation Administration Program
Physical Education Program
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo

..

COORSE OOTLINE
Catalog Descriptioa

I.

R.ec 100

LeUure Educatioa. and Lifestyle ·Muwgement

(2)

ExPloration of ~be iaapact of work, play, aad leisure upoo eociety.
Anal.ysia of tbeoret:l.c&l ~ of Jl'l aY and ~be relationship of positive
. leiaure values upon ~b8 developgea.t of·:a well-integrated lifestyle.
Fouadatioa.e for uaderet&od1Dg .and asaesSIIIellt of personal leisure well
being.
(2 lecture).
II.

Required Baclcgrouod aDd Experience
No prerequiaites.

III.

Expec:ted Outcomes.
Upon completioa of the course, ~be sto4ent vill.:
a.
b.

UnderstaDd the. Co.plexity of the 1D.terrelation8hips between t1me,
work· &D(!.1 let.aure in AIM!rican aoc:iety.
·

~laiD.-.the 4d1Di~

aDd ph1loaoPb1caJ.· cou14eration8 of leisure,

r~tioD, ~It, pl&y_aDd tbe aoc:1.iil. :peycholOSY of leiaure and .·

reel'eaUoa~·

.

'

'

·.

'

'

.r

:•

c.

Intqrate theoret1cal. .. Uwa of play with a personal philosophical
viewpoint.
'

d.

De.c:ribe the biator1.cal. and ·-cUltural' .basu. of' t:be eociual nev. of
leisure and ita significant effects .upon a country's economy, ·
patterna 1D. aoc:iety,
. . and tbe world of work •

e.

Explore the impact of iD.creaaed teclmology upon leisure values and human
needs.

f.

UnderstaDd the role of a positive 'Yiev of leisure in integrating the
psychological, social, e.otional, _p hysical, and intellectual needs of
the individual.

g.

Describe and differentiate between American leisure values 'And at
titudes and thOse of other countTie•.

· h.
1.

UnderstaDd variations and influences of leisure during the life stages
of an individual.
Identify issues which t.pact upon leisure patterns and their influences
upon personal leisure and career choices.

'

.
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Identify leieure re•ource.. t:bat: are available through delivery
.ay•tems in the leieure ioduat:ry.

j.

k. • Apply .i.aderat:aodiDg of le1eunt t:o ooe' • need• in clevelopcaent of a
.~ltby integrated lifeetyle.
.

.

.,

-u.

Text and lteferenee•

IV.

Te.xtz

Jlewea.l,

ea. "

Ba
te1.1.aae lurru, Lei.eure and Human Behavior.
Via. C.. B:i-OVD,· Co; 1 · Publiebere, · 1982•

Dubuque&

. - .·-

llefereaeee=:.:... /

. . . - ..

... -· ··-·

·. · ·Compton, 0..1.4, Per-Peetive• of Leisure. Couaeel!g, Had.on.al
Parb lleereatioa · A8eoc:iati.oa, 1977.
Eppereoa, et al., Leieure CouaeeU..Dg, Char~ C• . tboalu,
SpriD&fielcl; IL: 1977.
.
_;: ·. ; ; ·. .:. . .
. .·:··
.

... .

.

·::.··

:'· , .

.

·.

(

J'oavUk,.. l'.eimeth, gteure Couneel11yt' Progr. . ·l f.aterl&l ·. · ', ·.
DeTelopmeilt, Vaebtactoa, D.c•• · Bavld.Jw aD4 ~eod.atee, 1975•

•

'

..

·'

I

Marchi, .Joe, Selective Readings for ',Peer ·Couldel!Dg~ . Canede ·
College.
•· "' i

· ·• ·

Sbeeh71 c:d.l, Paeagu,

Ballta Booke, 1976•

. ~adeau,· n~ .~.J'..u. · New Tbo!isht:e oa. J.e1-8m:e.
Pa$~, 1978. .
·=·. · r . :.

·Offue

of , Reeread.oa &Dd'

Bd&bt~· .:Cbarl.u::L ~·'.b..u-4.: ~~:~. .:~~-Ball.,
,,: ~ -~'=-~~ . .';:' •
: : . . ~:~·

•

o

'

f ·,

,.,·

;•

;

o

'! ',

I

0

•

o

•

•

•

•

.. 0

IDe., 1960.
o

o

Br1abtb111, .~d~• L ....a ·~ A. ~. · Zdueatf.Da for Leiaure'-Centerecl
Linns~ · 3om V1l..ey £ ·.aou~ 19n.
· .~·
· . _.
·

Carleoca, ~JD014 J'..dcar, ~aa.t L KacLeaa.- ~ theo4o_re L ~ppe, .J.-.ea A.
Petenoa•. ltecread.oa aDd Leisure - tbe Ch!!ytins SC:eDe. Vad8VOrtb
PubliahtDc eo.paa7, 1979.
.,
:
.
.
.
.
..
:: .;. ·. \ ._~,_. '
~ -... .
. ·.
.
.
Cheek, Neil' a. aDd VfiJ1- L lurch~ .. ·~ 'the Soeial,Orsatd.a.tion of Leieure
in lluma Society.
. .....
;,

Codbe7, Geoffre7 ao4 SUD.ley Parker. ' - Lef.eure St:udiea aDd Services:
~· · ll. B. Sauadera Compcny, '1 976.·

..

hi Oftr

:.

· Coodale, Tbomaa L. aD4 .Peter .A. .. \litt. :; Jtecreat:ioa aad Leisure:
an Er'a ·of Change·• Venture Publiehince 1980•
· . ..
. ·· ···. .
.
I
.
.:Creen, Aruol.d V. · Jtecreatioa, Ld.eu're, · aDd Politte•~ KcCraw-unl, Inc:.,
·_ 1964.
. . . ..
.
.
J:aado, '1'boal.u H. Let.ure and POpular Cult:u%-e in Tranait:ion.
. Company, 1980.
.......,. '

C. V. Moab7

. ·-:

)

J:.aplan, Kaz. Leisure: Perepec:tiYe• on EdueatiOa aoef Policy.
Education Maoeiation of tbe United St:at:ea, 1978.

Mat:1.oaal.

...
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·.

Laney, David F. and B. Allan Tindall. The Study of Play:
and Prospects. Leisure Press, 1977.
Levy, Jospeh.

Play Behavior.

Murphy, James F.

1-1~-85

Problems

John Wiley & Sons, 1978.

Concepts of Leisure.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974 •

Murphy, James F. Concepts of Leisure.
Second Edition.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981,

.,.

Murphy, .James F.

Recreation and Leisure Services.

Mundy, Jean and Linda Odum. Leisure Education:
John Wiley & Sons, _1979.
Neulinger, .John.

The Psychology of Leisure.

Neulinger, .John.
1981.

To Leisure:

An Introduction.

The Third Wave.

Wm. C•. Brown, 1975.

Theory and Practice.

Charles C. Thomas, 1978.

Shivers, .Jay S. Leisure and Recreation Concepts:
Allyn and Bacon, 1981.
Toffler, Alvin.
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Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
A Critical Analysis.

Bantam Books, August, 1982.

Wilder, Robert L. Reflections of Leisure • • • A Tribute. Center of
Leisure Studies, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 1980.
V.

Minimum Student Materials
Textbook, Notebook

VI.

Minimum College Facilities
Classroom, library

VII.

Expanded Desc-ription of Content and Method
The course will consist of two lectures. The lecture portion of the .
course will include lectures, audiovisual presentations, demonstrations,
and guest speakers. Topics to be covered in the course include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
1.

Time, work, leisure concepts.
Research in play theory.
Historical basis of leisure.
Cultural diversity in leisure.
Technology and the work ethic.
Impacts of society on leisure values.
Leisure and effects upon one's holistic development.
Life stages and leisure needs.
National and international leisure values.
Effects of career choice on leisure lifestyle or development.
Leisure resource delivery systems.
Leisure lifestyle development.

3.§
· ~......,._~

....._.. . ·-·--.
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•,

VIII.

l'fethod of Instruction
A.
B.
C.

IX.

Lecture - discussion
Written Assignments/Journal
Written Examinations

Methpds of Evaluating Outcomes
A.
B.
C.

Class participation
Written assignments*/Journal
Written examinations (See CAM 484.4 re: makeups)

"

4.@
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State Of California

California Polytechnic State University
San LW Obhpo, Callfomla 93407

Memorandum
Reginald Gooden, Chair
Academic Senate

Date

:

6 May 1985

File No.:
Copies

From

I

Tal Scriven, Chair ;{)
GE&B Conunittee

t/0 0

Recommendation on the Inclusion of CE 221 in Area F.2
Attached find 1) the recommendation of the Area F Subcommittee on CE 221
and 2) an outline of CE 221. The Subcommittee voted unanimously for the
inclusion of CE 221 in Area F.2 and the GE&B Conunittee unanimously agrees
with this reconunendation.

,.

DECEMBER 7, 1984

TO:

TAL SCRIVEN, CHAIR
GE&B COMMITTEE

FROM:

JOHN B. CONNELY,
SUBCOMMITTEE F

SUBJz

RECOMMENDATION TO INCLUDE CE 221

CHAIR~~

y~~

\.....-

COPIES: SUBCOMMITTEE
MEMBERS

SUBCOMMITTEE F UNANIMOUSLY APPROVES THE INCLUSION OF CE 221 ON THE LIST
OF COURSES WHICH CAN BE TAKEN TO MEET THE TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT OF
AREA P.

'

THE SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDS THAT THE INCLUSION TAKE PLACE AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE SO THAT STUDENTS MAY CHOOSE THIS COURSE AS AN OPTION FOR
SPRING QUARTER 1985.
DOCUMENTATION IN SUPPORT OF THE COURSE AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE
IS INCLUDED.

"

)

CE

1984-86
Catalog

Data:

221· Transportation Engineering I

CE 221:
Transportation Engineering.
Credit 4. Review of highway~ air,rail,
mass
transit
and
other
modes.
Evolution
of
u.s.
transportation
system.
Transportation planning and
operations.
Feasibility
analysis.
Systems
analysis,
policy
and
management. Prerequisites: Math 141 or
consent of instructor.

Textbook:

Jason
c.
Yu,
Transportation
Engineering. Introduction to Planning,
Design and Operations, Elsevier, 1982.

Reference:

Radnor J. Paquette, Norman J. Ashford,
Paul
H.
Wright,
Transportation
Engineering - Planning and Design, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2nd ed., 1982.

Goals:

This

course is designed to give
from • all . disciplines, non
;··engineering and engineering student~,
an awareness and understanding of the
role and importance of transportation
systems and technologies in the general
economic,
social and
environmental
structure of modern society. Principles
and
methodologies
of analysis
of
transportation systems are also to be
taught.

~. students

..
"'

Site Visits:
Transportation Facilities
- Highways
- Transit
- Airports
- Ports
Transportation Agencies
- Operators
- Planners

1§

.. ·Topics:
1.

-

2.
3.

4.

s.
6.

.

7'

8.
9.
1-0 .

ll.
1"2.
13.

14.
15.

Structure of transpo~tation in u.s.
Urban ·transportation and planning
Land use and travel demand.
Transportation goals and objectives
Highways, vehicle characteristics
Traffic flow and control
Urban ~ass transportation, buses
Rail systems,. freight and passengers
Subways, light rail systems, streetcars
Air transportation , aircraft, airports
Water transportation, harbors, ports
Pipeline· transportation, gas, fluids, solids
Energy consumption, air pollution, noise
Comparative economics of travel modes
Transportation finance and legislation

Laboratory Projects:
1.

)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Urban transportation planning project.
·zones.
Transit syst~m feasibility analysis
Highway design and/or analysis
·
Vehicle performance characteristics
Airpc)tt layout analysis
Intersection capacity

Analysis

State of California

California Polytechnic State University
San luil Obiapo, CaiHomia 93407

Memorandum
To

Reginald Gooden, Chair
Academic Senate

Date :

6 May 1985

File No.:

Copies:

U(J
~~

From

Tal Scriven, Chair
GE&B Couunit tee

Subject:

Application of the Exemption from Area F Requirements to CSC, DFA and IT
At the beginning of this academic year a reorganization of the University's
Schools was announced. Of particular concern are the following changes:
1) the movement of Computer Science from the School of Science and
Mathematics to the School of Engineering and Technology, 2) the movement
of Dietetics and Food Administration to the School of Agriculture and
Natural Resources and 3) the movement of Industrial Technology from the
School of Engineering and Technology to the School of Professional Studies
and Education.
Since the exemption from Area F requirements was granted by School membership,
the GE&B Committee unanimously recommends that this exemption now apply to
the CSC and DFA programs. Since the intent of the exemption is to exempt
technological-~jors and since IT is clearly a technological major, the GE&B
Committee unanimously recoaunends that IT majors retain their exemption from
tbe ;Area F requirements.

